
Afternoon plan for week 4 

Monday 
This term’s science is all about how we grow and change as we progress through our lifecycle and it 
makes sense to teach this as a block of lessons this week. Use the Powerpoint on the website to discover 
what the different stages of the human life cycle are. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEhJALv1Bm0 
Watch the video of the baby and jot down the things that you see the baby do at each month. Look 
really carefully for the changes, as some are subtle. You need to remember that every baby is different 
and some develop quicker or slower than others. My children were very slow to get their first teeth, but 
very quick to talk. They were very quick to crawl, but very slow to toilet train. Jim was great to go to 
sleep as a tiny baby, while Bryony was a complete headache! Everyone is different. We only need to 
worry if children are extremely slow to develop the skills they need, and then there are experts to help. 

Tuesday 
Today’s lesson is about puberty and I would like you to speak to your parents about this lesson before 
you start. There is a Powerpoint on the website which they need to look at before you start the lesson. It 
is important that you know what happens to your body during puberty, but it is up to your parents to 
decide if they would prefer to teach you in their own way. 
Your task today, after learning the changes that your body will go through during puberty, is to write a 
letter to your parents about what you expect. Is there anything that worries you about these changes, or 
is there anything that you are excited about? These changes are all signs of growing up, and that can be 
very exciting. If you would prefer to keep your thoughts private from me, you can write on a separate 
piece of paper rather than in your book. You could also just talk to your parents about this. The 
important thing is that you know what is going to happen and what it means. 

Wednesday 
Today you will be looking at old age and there is a Powerpoint on the website. There is a sheet of True 
and False cards in your learning pack, which you will need to cut out for the sorting exercise. There is 
also a reading comprehension (and the answers). The best way to learn about old age is to speak to 
somebody who is going through it. Nowadays, people often stay fit and healthy well into their old age, 
so the changes are different between people. Some signs of old age can appear in relatively young 
people, such as hair loss or grey hair, and sometimes people never lose their hair or go grey. However, 
the changes in cells happens in everybody eventually. If there is anybody you can speak to over the 
phone, chat to them about when they first noticed changes, but please make sure you are polite. 

Thursday 
https://lizardpoint.com/geography/uk-cities-quiz.php 
Last week we looked at Herefordshire and explored a town street map. Today we will be looking at a 
map of the UK and labelling some of the main towns and cities. Do the quiz on the website and then 
label the blank map in your learning pack. If you would like to colour it in, that would be lovely, but 
please don’t obscure your labels. Get your parents to have a go at the quiz too. 

Friday 
Today I would like you to do a really accurate pencil drawing of one of the faces in your pack. I chose 
these pictures because the people look really old – they might not be though. Wrinkles can be a sign of 
spending too much time in the sun as well as age. When a face has lots of character like these, it gives 
you more to draw and actually makes the drawing easier. Detail enhances a drawing.  
This is quite a tricky task, so if you want to cut sections out of the picture (like we have done in class) and 
just draw that small part, that would be fine. 
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